DEVELOPMENT IN THE VILLAGE: 1
Laurence Fields

The saga of the Laurence Fields development was one of the “big”
stories of our village life in the 1990s. It began in 1992 when Cherwell
District Council, despite having refused applications from the owners of
the site three times in previous years, identified the land on Heyford
Road next to The Old Forge as a potential housing site. An outline plan
for 14 homes was approved (with conditions) but it wasn’t until 1996
that Tay Homes submitted their plan for 19 houses. Following much
opposition from the village, this was at first refused by Cherwell’s local
planning committee, but that was over-ruled by a higher committee five
months later. In January 1997 Margaret Mason wrote in SAL: “I believe
that the whole process eloquently demonstrates the power of developers
and the basic lack of discussion with the people whose villages are to be
affected by their developments. Lip service is paid to 'consultation'; it is
stated by CDC that 'Parish Councils play an important role in expressing
local opinion in planning matters' but in practice very little occurs. If a site
brief had been developed in consultation with the Parish before this site
was released many of the issues surrounding this application could have
been addressed”.
In February, Tay’s bulldozers attempted to rip out the ancient Enclosure
Act hedge fronting the site, but were stopped in their tracks by Margaret
and others physically obstructing them. A court case in June, brought by
the Parish Council, heard evidence that the hedge was in fact protected
by an ancient law, but it wasn’t until December that Tay Homes agreed a
compromise: much of the hedge was to be left, with the roadside verge
and trees. In the meantime, Iron Age finds had been unearthed by
archaeologists on the site, and in January 1999 a skeleton – later established as Roman – was found. For the future residents of Steeple Aston a
battle had been, at least in part, won. Except that as the foundations
went in for the new houses, the Parish Council noticed that they were
much higher out of the ground than had been expected. Also, the parking
arrangements, anticipated as inadequate, proved to be so. More complaints, but this time with no result. By the end of 1998 new residents
were writing to SAL wondering what all the fuss had been about. One or
two campaigners wrote back trying to explain, but by then……it was all
over.
Incidentally, for those that don’t know the origin of the name chosen for
the development, Laurence Field was the carpenter son of the last
wheelwright who worked at The Old Forge next door to the site.
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